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Abstract: In Japan, as a part of national land-use policy, a great deal of resources has been
invested in the infrastructure of underdeveloped regions with the aim of reducing regional
disparity. The objective of this paper is to post-evaluate the impact of such policies. First,
we estimate the indirect utility function of households based on repeated cross-section data
on consumption and intenegional migration to evaluate the welfare attained in each region
at each period. Second, we estimate the objective function of the central government
assuming that public investment has been allocated among regions to maximize social
welfaro. From these results, we can know (i) that the utility-level in each region has been
improved through the improvement of infrastructure and (ii) that Japanese central
government has changed the policy objective to attach larger weight on equality than
efficiency as for the improvement of community environmental infrastructure .

l.INTRODUCTION

In Japan, as a part of national land-use policy, a great deal of resources has been invested
in the infrastructure of underdeveloped regions to reduce the regional disparity. Although a
large number of studies have been conducted on the evaluation of such policies, there is
little agreement as to its validity. The main reason, we think, is that only few attempts,
which are both normative and empirical, have so far been made.

The researches on the interregional allocation of public investment can be divided into
main two groups. First group are not normative, but empirical researches in static context.
Yang (1997) and Tsukahara (1994) assumed that Japanese central government had
allocated public investment or subsidy to maximize their objective function under the
constraints of budget and production technology in each region. Following Berhman et al.
(198a)'s model, they estimated the objective function of the central government and
evaluated the degree of inequality aversion that was implicit in the allocation of public
investment. (Note: In original researches, international allocation of foreign aids and
intersectoral allocation of public expenditures were analyzed. See Behrman et al., \984,
Behrman et al., 1987 and Craig, 1987). Anderstig e/ al. (1989) investigated the same
subject in almost the same way. Mera (1986) showed some hypothesis for the interregional
allocation policy of public investment and empirically revealed the policy objective, which
was consistent with actual public investment. Some researches related to the estimation of
production functions can be included in this group (e.g. Ohkawara et al., 1998). Most of
studies, included in this group, discuss only on the interregional distribution of income.
However, the roles of regional specific factors (e.g. local public goods) are not negligible
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for human betterment and intenegional gaps in prices also should not be disregarded'

Therefore, we can say that the researihes concentrating on income disparity have

limitations for normative discussion and are not effective approaches to derive beneficial

poticy imptications. second group are normative, but not empirical researches in dynamic

ion,.*,. Many studies in thiJ group take advantage of optimal control theory and discuss

on tt. n.."rrury conditions foi opiimat growth or on the stability of that path (e'g' Arrow

et al.,l97l in national economy model, Sakashita, 1967,Takayama, 1985 and Okuno el c/',

1990 in two-region model). As far as we know, this type of study has not been applied to

empirical research.

This paper aims to post-evaluate the impact of infrastructure improvement on regional

aispaiity in the casi of Japan after WWII. In contrast with exsisting researches, we

,urtru,, the impact of intenegional allocation policy in both .normative 
and empirical

framework. We iake the standioint of welfarism and do not take into account the other

kind of disparity than utility-level. Our tools for evaluation are indirect utility function and

Bergson-samuelson social welfare function'

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we estimate the indirect utility function

of household. Thii eitimated indirect utility function is used as a measure of welfare. By

implementing this, the trend of utility-levei attained in each region at each period and the

impact of infrastructure improvement on regional welfare and its disparity can be evaluated'

In Section 3, we assume t'hat central government has allocated public investment among

i.gion. to maximize social welfare in static context and the objective function (social

*Jlfurc function) of the central government is estimated. As this objective function

includes a parameter, which indicales the degree of aversion to inequality, we can know

how central government has met with the tradl-off between efficiency and equality at each

period. Brief conclusion follows in Section 4'

2. EVALUATION OF WELFARE

2.1The Model

We build a model with major the following assumptions'

(a)Ineachregion,therearehouseholdswithahomogeneousutilityfunction.
iUj Housetrotf,s migrate in the direction of reducing interregional utility gap' Nonetheless,

the utility gap is not adjusted instantaneously'

To begin with, we specify households' indirect utility function as transcendental

Iogariti'mic form in .q.1t;. fni. form gives a second order approrimation of general

functions and is on" oi ihe flexible functional forms. Jorgenson (1997a,b) used this

function to evaluate the welfare of consumers in U.S over the postwar periods 1947-7985.,

based on cross-section micro data and time-series macro data on consumption' Although

Jorgenson interpret 1,, as demogaphic variables (e'g' age, family size)' we interpret l"

as regional specific factors to evaluate the impact of infrastructure improvement on

standard of living.

lnV,, B ,n(ln A,,) * (1, -e,,)' y 
^= ("r) ", .ll^ff)'-('ff). ('ff)
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where
y/ : expenditureof householdin region i atperiod,

"ff =l^*, ,"#): vector of logarithms of ratios of prices to expenditure

tn,l,, =(tne'n,.")nai\: vector of regional specific factors

( B';, p# \ (p') pir \
,,=(,i,.. ,.,il,r*=l' i ' 'i 

1,r,,-l i" 
', 

lt^=Q'^, '.vI ): parameters

[r# pii ) ' loir ei,I )

By applying Roy,s Identity to eq.(l), we obtain the k th expenditure share eq.(2) (cf.

l*g#on, iSWi,A1. We examine both the cases with and without Iau's exact aggregation

condition (in;=0 and i'Br, =0).

*r = rfr1b, * B noln p,, - B orilnv!, + B rnlnA,,)

where

n/ - \ l-L+ i'B * ln q,, + i'B ,^ ln A,i (without [:u's exact aggregation condition ) (3)
D\P 

'i 
)- 

l-l * i'B ,r ln p,, (with l:u's exact aggregation condition )

; = (r, l) : vector ofones

tn p,, = (ln p,| ,' ' ' , r, p,i ) : vector of logarithms of prices

Next, we specify the process of interregional migration as eq.(4). This process known as

partial adjustrn"nt ."thunisrn in investment theory. To keep consistency in the analysis,

we should build location choice model that is derived from utility maximization hypothesis.

However, it is well known that a large part of migrants in Japan are due to transference and

we can't get the data on intenegional migration with the reason for migration' So, even if
we build i rational location choice model, as the reason for migration is not considered in

the data, it is easily conjectured that we can't get good results. Therefore, in this paper, we

utilize this migration model for convenience.

AN,- = o(lrv,, -lnV,)
where

alr,i : net social increase of households in region , at period '
z, : indirect utility when equilibrium is achieved at period r

a : parameter (which indicates the speed of adjustment process)

Finally, for statistical inference, we specify our model as eqs'(5) and (6)' We employ the

u"""riibitity to urban agglomeration and the stock of community environmental

infrastructure as regional specific factors. ACC,, is the measure of accessibility to urban

agglomeration and eq.(7) is the form used in competing destinations model (Fotheringham,

t6"SS;. ettnorgh eq.(Z) is commonly used form, its economical meaning is not sufficiently

clear. To replaie .q.11 *itt, Morisugi et al. (1995)'s measure' the parameters in which can

be estimated from the data on transportation market, is required (the economical meaning

of general accessibility measure is given by Fujita et al. (1990)). Gl,N,,u is the stock of

community environmental infrastructure adjusted with the degree of con$estion. Parameter

(2)

(4)
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g indicates the degree of congestion and is expected to become zero and minus one when

community environmental i-nfrastructure is pure public goods and private goods

respectively.

*: =hb, *8,,

AN,, =,{(',ff)",

ln p,, - B ,ri ln ,'!, + B ,,e 
ln A,,) + {,

where
i -(ao*kaido, ..., Kagoshima) : Japanese 46 prefecture except Okinawa

r - (rsos, ..., 199s)

1a =(1ood, housing + fuelllightlwater, others)

ln,n, = (lnclN,,o ,lnACC,,)

C) : stock of community environmental infrastructure in region i at period r

N,, : number of households in region i at period ,

ACC,, =Y {" : accessibility to urban agglomeration in region , at period t (7)
,, Zti,idu

d, : distance between region i and 7

6,b, : parameters

2.2Data

Before we come to parameter estimation, we must draw attention to data used for statistical

inference. The data on expenditures and disposal incomes are obtained from the Japan

Management and Coordination Agency's Annual Household Expenditure Survey' It

consis-ts of a sample survey of households in 47 prefectural capital cities. The published

data are average values. Each year, a total of approximately 5,400 observations are taken

from 47 citiei. The survey had covered five expenditure groups (foods, housing,

fuel/lighVwater, clothing/foot*.u., miscellaneous) before 1979. ln 1980 the design of

,u*.i*u, renewed and since then ten expenditure groups (continuous five groups plus

furniture/household utensils, medical care, transportation/communication, education and

reading/recreation) has been covered. The connection was however not smooth, so we have

to comtine five groups into less than four groups to keep intertemporal consistency of data'

Finally, we set up three expenditure groups indicated above. Since housing expenditure in

the HES does not include the imputed rent of home owners, we adjusted the figures by the

data from the National Survey oi Family Income and Expenditures (NSFIE), conducted in

1969,74,79, 84, 89, 94, combining the data on proportion of housing tenure types. The

price indices corresponding to the ubou" ten expenditure groups are obtained from the

Consumer Price Index Report (CPIR). For each of the 47 prefectures, separate price

indices are available for five groups in time series form (1990=100)' To accolnt for

regional differences in prices, these indices are adjusted to the regional price difference

indices obtained from National Survey of Prices (NSP) in 1967 , 7 4, 77 , 82, 87 , 92.

The data on migration and population are obtained from Report on the Internal Migration

in Japan (RIMj). From the published report, we can know the net social increase of

popuiation in each prefecture at each period. The data on stock of community
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environmental infrastructure are obtained from Economic Planning Agency's Japanese

Infrastructure (JI) in monetary terms. JI divided infrastructures into 14 groups. We regard
public rental housing, sewage, waste disposal, water supply, urban park and education as

community environmental infrastructure. We should notice that road, which is occupying
the largest part of the stock of infrastructure in Japan, is not included in our definition of
community environmental infrastructure at all. The reason is that they are not classified
into sub classes (e.g. highway, community road) in JI. The data on distance among

prefectures (between the center of gravity) are obtained from Population Census (PC).

2.3 Estimation Procedures

In principle, all parameters in eqs.(5) and (6) can be estimated by applying non linear three

stage least squares method (Nt3St^S). However, as the fitness of our model (especially of
(6)) is not good, even if we apply system estimation methods (including NI3SIS), the

estimates often become unstable. So, we took the procedure below. Through this, we can

obtain consistent estimates.

1. Apply NL3SIS to (8) and estimate d r,B ro.

,:, = hb, 
* B 

oo 
tn p,, - B rritn y!,)+ ei

2- Apply non-linear ordinary least squares method (NLOLS) to (6) and estimate only
a,b,,y,0 ,

3. Apply NL3SIS to (5) and estimate d , , B ,r, B ,n .

4. Apply NLOIS to (6) and estimate a,b,,y,0 again.

5. Go back to 3, unless estimates converge.

2.4 Estimation Results

The estimates are shown in Table 1. We estimated both cases with and without [-au's exact

aggregation condition. It is clear from adjusted R squared at the bottom of Table 1 that the

statistical significance of our model is not so good in anyway. To be sure, it may be

preferable to modify our model at this stage. Nevertheless, it is also the fact that the

constraint of data are very severe and there is no agreeable consumption and migration
model. Moreover, as shown later, the results of our analysis is not far from our intuition
and we believe that it is worth suggesting the issue. Now, understanding the limitation of
our results, we want to go ahead to discuss on our main subject.

The asymptotic t-values of estimates suggest that almost all of them are significantly
different from zero. Moreover, the signs of estimates are the same as expected before

estimation. This result indicates that the improvement of community environmental
infrastructure contributed to the improvement of utility-level attained in each region.

Though I is expected to be between minus one and zero, the estimate is less than minus
one. The most likely explanation is that the community environmental infrastructure has

characteristics close to private goods and the negative externality not relating to the

consumption of the service from community environmental infrastructure (e.g. natural

environment) affected the estimates of 0 .

(8)
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Table L Estimates of lndirect Utility Function

Parameter
Without l:u's exact aggregation condition

Eslimate Standard asymPtotic

Error t-statistic

With tau's exact aggregation condiiion

Estimate Standard asymPtotic

Error t-statistic

o'n
otn
ol^

-0.3558 0.0141 -25.31

-0.2419 0.0061 -39.56

-0.4023 0.0153 -26.25

-0.7790 0.0244 -31.88

0.1770 0.0276 6.41

-0.3980 0.0369 -10.79

/) .ll 0.0321 0.0044 7 .29

Dtl

D:l

fi r'po

D I:

0 rrro

fr 
t'^o

0.0110 0.0013 8.69

0.0138 0.0014 10.20

0.0348 0.0029 11.94

0.0110 0.0018 6.03

-0.0313 0.0049 -6.35

0.0029 0.0032 0.92

-0.0136 0.0016 -8.39

-0.0016 0.0018 -0.86

0.0152 0.0024 6.20

0.0566 0.0008 67.94

-0.0298 0.0009 -31.69

-0.0267 0.0013 -21.27

7'n
7:^

0.2538 0.0405 6.27

0.2067 0.0557 3.71

0.1939 0.0300 6.46

0.1528 0.M16 3.68

0 r.1803 0.0680 -17.35 -1.2002 0.0702 -17.10

RT

ANw3w2wl ANw3wZwl

0.716 0.379 0.624 0.326 0.781 0.410 0.385 0.344

As mentioned above, we estimated both cases with and without [au's exact aggregation

condition. When [-au's exact aggregation condition is imposed, eq.(1) can be converted

into eq.(9), which indicate the minimum expendittte M ti to achieve utility-level 2,,

under the base price p, and the base regional specific factors ,4,,. This is called indirect

money metric utility function and is useful to avoid the difficulties caused by ordinality of
indirect utility functions. In the following analysis, we employ the parameter estimates

with t-au's exact aggregation condition for convenience.

,,, = "*rl#) {{rn 
r,, )' (r, * 

)a,, 
n p o + B p,t ln 2,, 

) 
+ (tn A,')' v n-,r r, 

}]

Figure 1 indicates the trend of money metric utility-level M,, under the price and the

regional specific factors of Tokyo in 1965. We can understand easily that there is an

inireasing trend. By carefully observing, the increasing rate before 1975 is a little steeper

than aftei 1975. The most likely explanation is that this is caused by the structural change

due to the oil shock happened in 1973. Turning to the regional welfare disparity, it is clear

that the utility-level attained in metropolitan area (e.g. Tokyo, Kanagawa, Nara) is

relatively high and that attained in Hokkaido, Aomori and Miyazaki is relatively low.

Althougir we can't show the evidence for the lack of space, we can see that the regional

disparity of utility-level is due to the difference of the level of consumption and

accissibility to urban agglomeration by decomposing the indirect money metric utility into

each component of consumption, accessibility to urban agglomeration, community

environmental infrastructure and cross-effect of them,

Figure 2 indicates how much the improvement of consumption and the improvement of
community environmental infrastructure contributed to the increase of money metric

utility-levil. It is clear that the improvement of consumption contributed to that of utility-
level from '70 to '75 and from '80 to '85. The improvement of consumption declines next

decade and became worse in some prefectures from '90 to '95. It is difficult to believe that

consumption level became worse during last decade. The most likely explanation is that
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mad increase of land price during bubble periods gave the bad impact. There is room for
argument on this point. Turning to tho impact of the improvement of community
environmental infrastructure, we can see that this has contributed positively for all periods

though its impact has been declining. Since the improvement of consumption level is
almost zero from '90 to '95, we can say that the improvement of community environ-
mental infrastructure was the unique engine to increase the utility-level during that period.

Although the results of our analysis suggest some interesting viewpoints, these are open to

objection. For example, Figure I indicates that utility-level attained in Nagasaki in 1995 is

not so different from that attained in Tokyo in 1965. Without doubt, this may be against the

intuition of many people. As we mentioned above, the reliability of our analysis is not so

good. Therefore, we don't hope only the figures become the subject of discussion. Of
course, we believe that suggested framework for evaluating the regional welfare is the right
way and the results shown above also are meaningful as basic material for discussion.
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Figure 1. Trend of Indirect Money Metric Utility
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Figure 2. Decomposition of the Variation of Indirect Money Metric Utility
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3. ANALYSIS OF INTERREGIONAL ALLOCATION POLICY

3.1The Model

We build a model with major the following assumptions'

Central Government

@y ff,. central government allocates public investment to maximize their objective

function.
(d) The central government expect that households' taste, number of households,
'iroduction sectois' technology and equilibrium prices in each region are identical at

period r and period r +1 (assumption of naive expectation)'

(e) Saving ratio is fixed and identical in every region'

(f) Income tax ratio is fixed and identical in every region.

Production Sector

19; tt.r" is a production sector with the identical production function in each region.

3.1.1 Production Sector

At first, we specified the aggregate production function as simple Cobb-Douglas form.

However, as a result of parameter estimation, the coefficient related to the productivity of

infrastructure became sigrrificantly negative. These estimates suggest that the marginal

productivity of infrastruciure would be negative. It is however difficult to believe that the

infrastructure has negative impacts on production. We therefore try another specification

given by eq.(10) following Kanemoto, et al. (1996). Of course, we should apply other type

6f functionat'forms (e.g. tianscendental logarithmic functional form) in further research.

Y(K,,,G|,N,,)=AK,,'N,,'-" r,.utno' (10)

where

Gj , K,,: stock of industrial infrastructure and private capital in region i at period r

fl,, : number of households in region i at period r

l,c,d : parameters

3.1.2 Central Government

We assume that central government allocates the community environmental infrastructure

and industrial infrastructure to maximize myopically their objective function consisted of

the utility-level attained in each region. In this study, we specify this objective function

UzQ as CES functional form given by eq.(11) and regard this objective function as a social

welfare function, This idea is due to Behrman et al. (1984)'s model. But, we are different

on the point of not discussing on the distribution of income but on that of utility. In eq.(11),

e indicates the degree of aversion to inequality. When e is one, eq.(11) is the same with

well-known utilitarianism (Benthamite) social welfare function. When e approaches

minus infinity, eq.(11) approaches the Rawlsian social welfare function. These facts

indicare that iq.(11) is a hexible functional form and appropriate for the analysis of the

trade-off between efficiency and equality. a, indicates the weight on the households in

region i . If a, is larger than one, it means that region i is imposed larger importance

than average. in the following research, we assume a, for any i is one for the simplicity

of the analysis.
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w(v,,, N,,) = [, o,lr,4' F (11)

where
v,,: regional welfare in region i at period r

€,ai : parameters

In the following analysis, several cases, which are distinguished with the presumption on

the mobility and the allocation mechanism of private capital, will be set up and analyzed.

Of course, some of them may be unrealistic. Nonetheless, since recovering the objective

function without enough information on the practice of decision-making is a kind of ill-
posed inverse problem, we think that considering the same problem from several

viewpoints would give a fruitful insight, especially into the reliability of our analysis.

Therefore, we set up three typical cases shown in Table 2 and analyze each of them. In

Table2, second column from the right indicates the presumption on the mobility of private

capital. "lnstantaneously" and "gradually" means that private capital mobile to other region

instantaneously and gradually, responding to the difference of the marginal productivity of
private capital. The extreme right column in Table 2 indicates the presumption on the

allocation mechanism. "Decentralized" means that private capital is allocated to equalize

the marginal productivity of private capital. "Centralized" means that central government

allocates private capital to maximize their objective function. These three cases are

formalized as below and the structures of the model in Case I and III are shown

respectively as Figure 3 and 4.

Table 2. Outline of Set Up Cases

Case tax system saving ratio private capital

type ratio mobility allocation

I income tax fixed fired instantaneously decentralized

II income tax fixed fixed gradually decentralized

III income tax fixed fixed instantaneously centralized

Figure 3. Model Structure of Case I Figure 4. Model Structure of Case III
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Case I

^* 
wV$!i.i,G:i,i,Nt+,., )r,.,., )

G,'*,,, - Gr,, =a,,g,\,"v(X,,,Cl ,N,,)-nGl,

G1,,,., - G: = P,,(r ]0, )), rY(r,,,G1,, N,,) -,ci
s

Zt+r.i -Zti =-y!, -n2,,
l-5

N, t ! u,, = (, - ri, - r )U (K, *,,,, G1,,,, N,,) - r,,,K,,r,i I t, trN,iZ,,r,il

aY(K, u.,,G\u.,, N,,) 
=,

dKr*r.i 
- 

= Jt+t

),o,, = I

2,fr,, =7

D'N"''*''' = )'K'-'''
G:, =G),

G: =G,?

- _;
-ti

Case II
,n*Vt !.,,,,G),,,, N,*,, )',.,, )

(r3)-(16), (18)-(le), (2t)-(23)

)5,',.,(dY,.,., 
"dK,',., 

)-,. 
,
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)I,.,',
,+l

(13)-(16), (18)-(24)

wVb!,r,G|,r,i, flr*r.i ) r,-,., )

(t2)

(13)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

(r7)

(18)

(1e)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(12',)

(24)

(t2"')

s.r.

Case III
max

0t di.frli.Kti

sJ.

where

(2s)

2,,: capital owned by a household in region r at period '
a,,(P,,):proportionofthsinvestmentincommunityenvironmentalinfrastructure

(industrial infrastructure) in region i to that in whole region at period r

()g,, -),P, =t)
0,, p.oportion of the investment in community environmental infrastructure to that in

community environmental infrastructure and industrial infrastructure at period r

(o<0, <t)
11 s r 1 s, n: interest rate at period r , income tax rate, saving rate' depreciation rate

p : parameter (which indicate the quickness of adjustment process)
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Necessary conditions for the maximization problem of the central govemment can be

induced easily by assuming interior solutions. For the lack of spaces, we show the

procedure of estimating the objective functions only for the case I. By simple calculation,
eqs.(26) and (27) can be given as necessary conditions. Each of them is related to the

intenegional allocation of public investment in community environmental infrastructure
and industrial infrastructure.

AW |V,,ri qc

av** aG'*, 
= "'

(t-rXt-r) aY,.,,, dvl/ ovt,r.i _ 7c
--" ,G:* M*u AyL=^'.

where

m(n,.,,, 
W)=c,-tnai

^l,P*l,..+'']='(",-

o2Y,*t.i ,l aK,*r,,aGl,r., , r_- u'Y;,/&:T\
tl ,t!' : Iagrange Multiplier for eqs.(13) and (14) and for eq.(20)

[ ),'t+t.izr+t,i l' 
',.,=tffil

I r-l
_- Vr,sN,*r.,1-o',1v,.1.,''hci'"'h-o,

^,-r.,=#2,N,,,,,.,
\,Q,AN,.r.,'-"' lf,.r. " 

r'G'''" F
v1.,, = # 

(1 -, [t -, )ft .,, - rr *tK,ri+ r,*,N,*,r2,*,, ]

(26)

(27)

(28)

(2e)

(30)

(31)

(32)

By substituting eqs.(10) and (11) into eqs.(26) and (27) and adding disturbance terms,

eqs.(31) and (32) can be given. Since C,, D, and E, can be regarded as constants in the

analysis using cross-section data, we can estimate the inequality aversion parameter e by

applying NLOLS to each of them or generalized least squares method (GtS) to seemingly
unrelated regression model.

+fi.- e)tnv,,r, +u),

a2Y, *tj f aK, *r,,oGl,r, +Q,- e)lnv,.r.,+ul,r, 
)_ 

rn,,
a'Y,u,, ,l a(K,r,,l

where

C, =ln)'l +lnW'-l

D, =ln)'! +lnw'-t -tn(t-s[r-r)
E, = ln )'!' + lnw' -t - tn(r -s[i -r)

3.2Data

The data on the stock of private capital and labor capital is obtained from Doi (1998). The
data on industrial infrastructure is obtained from JI. As noted before, JI divide
infrastructures into 14 groups. We regard 8 groups, which are not grouped in community
environmental infrastructure in Section 2 as industrial infrastructure. We must draw
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attention again to the fact that road, which is occupying the largest part of the stock of

infrastructure in Japan, is included in the group of industrial infrastructure because of the

reason mentioned above. The data on annual private investment is obtained by handling the

stock data in JI.

3.3 Estimation Results

33.1 Production Sector

We estimated the production function given by eq.(10), pooling the data from 1965 to '95.

The results are shown in Table 3. The marginal productivity of industrial infrastructure

calculated from the estimation results is positive and is consistent with existing researches.

3.3.2 Central Government

For three cases in Table2, we estimated the inequality aversion parameter in eq.(l1) from

the data on annual private investment (we assumed that a, is unity for any i ). As for the

periods of analysis, we set up four cases, 1965-'67,'70-'72,'77-'79,'87-'89, which

correspond the first three years of Japan's Comprehensive National Development Plan

(JCNDP) ever practiced except for first period (because of the data constraints, even

though first JCNDP started at 1962, we must analyze the period after 1965). By comparing

the estimates of each planning period, it is expected to be able to know the change of
interregional allocation policy. The estimation results are given in Table 4 and Figure 5.

From the figures of R-squared in Table 4, we must say that the reliability of the analysis

related to CEI is not so good. Although the results are open to objection, we want to

interpret them in anyway.

As for the interregional allocation of public investment in community environmental

infrastructure, firstly, we can say that the difference of estimates between set up cases is

negligible. Figure 5 indicates that it is most inequality loving in the second JCNDP. This

result is consistent with our intuition and we can infer that the needs of investment for
pollutant abatement in urban area of that time have an influence on our results. In addition

to this, Figure 5 indicates that the interregional allocation policy changed around 1975 to

attach larger weight on equality than efficiency. This result is also consistent with widely

shared opinion and this point is the center of criticism against Japanese public investment

policy nowadays.

As for the interregional allocation of public investment in industrial infrastructure, this is
the same with community environmental infrastructure at the points that the direction of
the change of that parameter is almost the same for all cases. It is however different at the

point that the absolute values of inequality aversion parameter estimate in each case is
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different. This fact indicates that our understanding of social system (in the case of our
analysis, the assumption about the mobility and allocation mechanism of private capital)
have an influence on the evaluation of the system. Further, we can know the needs of
sensitivity analysis on the model structure. Tuming now to the real subject, from Figure 5

we see that the estimates of inequality aversion parameter is almost the same through these

30 years in each case. As the share of public investment in local area where utility-level is

relatively low is slowly increasing for these 20 years, at first glance, our results seem to be

inconsistent with the fact. However, we also know the fact that the interregional difference
of the marginal productivity of industrial infrastructure is slowly decreasing for these 30

years. Therefore, we can infer that the change of the share of public investment and that of
the marginal productivity of industrial infrastructure balance out and the estimates of
inequality aversion parameter take almost the same value for all periods.

Although much resources has been invested in the community environmental and

industrial infrastructure of underdeveloped regions to reduce the regional welfare disparity
for these 30 years, as the analysis in Section 2 indicates, the regional welfare disparity has

not been diminishing clearly. From this result, we can conclude that the interregional
allocation policy of public investment did not strongly contribute to reduce the regional

disparity. Needless to say, there is a possibility that the interregional allocation policy
contributed to prevent the regional welfare disparity from growing more serious.

Table 4. Estimates of inequality aversion parameter

Period Community Environmental
Infrastructure

Industrial Infrastructure

Estimates Adi. R, Estimates Adi. R'?

Case I '65-',67 0;765 0.07 0.73t 0.97

'70-'72 0.885 0.07 0.677 0.99

'77-',79 0.172 0.03 0.695 0.99

'87-'89 0.483 0.22 0.750 0.99

Case II '65-',67 0.765 0.07 0.975 0.90

'70-'72 0.885 0.07 0.888 0.93

'77-'79 0.777 0.03 0.85s 0.95

'87-'89 0.48'7 o.z2 0.858 0.97

Case III '65-',67 0.816 0.03 0.908 0.94

'70-'72 0.93'7 0.04 0.841 0.9s

'77-',79 0.780 0.03 0.821 0.91

'87-',89 0.496 0.20 0.848 0.98
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we indicated the framework for the post-evaluation of the impact of the

infrastructure improvement on the regional welfare disparity. Our analysis makes the

following points clear although the reliability of our analysis is not so high.

1) The improvement of community environmental infrastructure contributed to the increase

of the welfare attained in each rlgion, though there is little contribution to the reduction

of the regional welfare disparity.

2) The inierregional allocaiion of industrial infrastructure did not strongly contribute to

reduce the regional disParitY.

3) The interrefional allocation policy of community environmental infrastructure changed

from inequality loving to inequality aversion drastically'

Finally, re-examining the reason why we believe the empirical and normative post-

evaluation of the interregional allocation of public investment is needed, we want to show

the topics for further resJarch. First, nowadays the reformation of the political system is the

subject of discussion in Japan. It is easily imagined that the political system has made

influences on the interregional allocation of public investment. We think that it is effective

for the discussion on th; political reformation to indicate the political impact on actual

public investment and the welfare losses due to it. To discuss on the influence of the

political system is one of further topics. Second, in economic growth theory, how should

ihe central govemment meet the trade-off between efficiency and equality has been one of

the importa-nt topics. Until now, Japan has been taken as a successful example generally' It

is however difficult to know the degree of inequality aversion of the Japanese central

govemment at each period even if we are given the list of raw data on annual public

i-nvestment in each prifecture. (For example, in the case of our analysis, the information is

shrunk from two panels of 3l by 46 to two time-series of 31 figures)' Suggested

framework help the work of post-evaluation by shrinking the information related to the

intenegional ailocation of puUlic investment. To discuss on the impact of interregional

allocaiion policy of public investment on the economic growth with comparing the cases of

other countries is also one of further topics. Third, we believe that for better planning, it is

needed to measure the utility function precisely. We indicated one way to identify the

utility function, but more strict measurement is required. In the case of our analysis, to treat

the intenegional migration and transportation market precisely is one direction for further

research. iourth, it is requested to analyze the behavior of central government under the

hypothesis of the objective function maximizing in dynamic context. Although many

trypothesis has been juggested for the behavior of central government, to the best of our

knfwledge, dynamically maximizing central government has not been empirically

analyzedl Needless to say, this is a very difficult problem. However, we believe that to

solvl this problem *ouid gir. us fruitful insight not only on the behavior of central

government but also on the economic growth theory.
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